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United Church in the Valley: Dec 2, 2018
Student Minister: Matthew Heesing
Star Wars and the Christmas Story:
“A New Hope”

Scripture Readings:
Isaiah 9:1-7:
“The people walking in shadows have seen a great light.
On those living in the dead of night, a new light has dawned.
God has brought up those that were low;
to those that were oppressed, God has blessed them with abundant joy.
For just as in times past,
God has shattered the burdensome yoke,
and removed the heavy weight from the shoulders of the weary,
and broken the rod of those who wielded power unjustly.
And the instruments of empire,
every boot of the thundering warriors,
every cloak that was stained in battle
is now transformed into fuel for a warming fire.
For a child is born to us, an heir is given to us,
on whom will rest ultimate authority and dominion.
This promised one will be named Wonderful Counselor,
the Strength of God, Eternal Protector, and Champion of Peace.
This child’s kingdom will be established and sustained
with justice and fairness and endless peace, now and forever.
God has promised to one day bring this to pass.”
Luke 2:46-55:
“My soul proclaims the greatness of God,
and my spirit glorifies God, my Savior.
For God has been mindful of me, a humble servant.
God has done great things for me—holy is God’s name!
God’s mercy reaches from age to age,
from generation to generation.
God has performed incredible deeds:
God has scattered those that are proud in their power,
and deposed the mighty from their thrones, and lifted up the lowly.
God has filled the hungry with good things, but has sent the rich away empty.
God has come to the aid of God’s people.
God has shown mercy, and been mindful of God’s promise—
the promise that God made to our ancestors a long time ago.”

	
  
Sermon:
A long, long time ago,
in a galaxy—and in a Galilee—
far, far away,
we find a surprisingly similar story:
a story involving an epic struggle,
a story of resistance and rebellion
opposing a powerful oppressive Empire,
a story involving fear and destructive retaliation,
a story of desperation, of immense anticipation
a story of a mysterious and greater force
existing beyond and within every living thing,
a story of redemptive love,
and most of all, a story of hope.
A new hope
is how both of our stories this morning begin—
one, set in a galaxy,
a fictional universe far from yours and mine,
the other, in Galilee,
an ancient region of Palestine
around the early first-century CE,
but as we will see,
both of these two stories
contain a common theme:
how a hope that seems small
can call people to action
and cause a chain reaction
that makes a difference in the world.
At the heart of these stories,
at least at the start,
is how a hope that seems small
can call people to action
and cause a chain reaction
that makes a difference in the world.
Now, for those that don’t know—
the narrative of Star Wars
revolves around a tiny alliance of rebels
who are resisting the tyrannical Galactic Empire.
Ad the very first movie released in the series
opens with the protagonist Princess Leia
being captured by Lord Darth Vader,
an intimidating agent of the Emperor.
But just before being taken prisoner,
Princess Leia is able to sends two droids
named R2D2 and C3PO out on a daring mission—
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to take the top secret plans for the Empire’s new
instrument of mass destruction,
the Death Star,
and bring them to a man named Obi Wan Kenobi.
This message (that we saw a clip of earlier)
calls Obi Wan Kenobi into action,
along with other individuals like
Luke Skywalker, Han Solo and Chewbacca,
who all get caught up in a chain reaction,
and proceed to rescue Princess Leia,
and work with her to deliver
the secret plans to the rebel base,
in order to successfully destroy the Death Star,
saving countless lives in the process,
and bring peace and freedom to the whole entire galaxy.
That’s the overall synopsis of A New Hope.
More than anything else,
it’s a cinematic, dramatic story of unlikely heroes
overcoming great—even impossible—odds,
and if you watch the movie closely,
you’ll see this pattern over and over.
A writer named Josh Larsen
helped highlight to me,
how throughout the whole entire movie,
this new hope of the rebellion
the hope of Leia and Luke and many others,
the hope for peace and freedom for all
is consistently presented as incredibly small.1
For example, when Princess Leia gets captured,
her spaceship is the dot next to the massive Star Destroyer.
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  “Episode	
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When the two droids escape with the secret message,
their escape pod is depicted as a tiny sphere in space.

When the droids wander in the desert, trying to find Obi Wan Kenobi,
they are but two small blips among the vast sands.

Furthermore, when the message is received,
it shows up as a miniature six inch hologram,
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and when the ship containing the heroes arrives at
the Death Star, look at the disparity in size.

Not to mention, the plan to attack the Death Star
depends on shooting a target that is no more than two meters wide,

with a pair of slim miniscule torpedoes
shot at just the right precise moment.
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Even when Princess Leia first encounters
Lord Darth Vader—there is a difference in size.

The hope for peace and freedom for all
is consistently presented
as incredibly small.
And yet—
this hope that appears
as so slim and dim and small
nonetheless empowers Princess Leia to stand tall.

Even with her back against the wall
she will not fall-ter or give in.
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You can glimpse the confident defiance
in her posture and her eyes.

She has this new hope
that a better future will arise,
that even if it looks impossible to others,
a powerful destructive empire will be defeated
some day,
all because the Force
will assist them
and be with them
all along the way.
The hope of Princess Leia
for peace and freedom for all
is consistently presented as incredibly small
but it calls her to action,
and causes a powerful chain reaction
that makes a difference in the world.
And precisely because of Princess Leia’s hope,
helped and guided by the force,
peace and freedom becomes possible.
And in that sense,
Princess Leia
is a lot like Mary.
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Mary was a Jewish peasant teenager,
probably around age 13 or 14.
And like Princess Leia,
Mary herself lived in the midst
of a powerful, oppressive Empire:
for at that time,
the Roman empire ruled the whole known world,
but they especially governed the region of Galilee
with an iron fist
and tactics of fear,
with a tyrant Emperor at the very top of the hierarchy,
an Emperor who called himself the Lord and Savior,
who believed himself to be
a son of God sent from heaven
who insisted that
“there is no other name under heaven
by which people can be saved
than that of Caesar”
an Emperor who imposed his reign
through power and force
and instruments of mass destruction
like the violence of the Roman Army
and the torture of the Cross.
In fact, just a few years before
Mary’s baby would be born,
in a village right outside
her hometown of Nazareth,
a number of Jewish individuals in Galilee
would lead a rebellion
against the Roman empire,
but the imperial Death Star of that day and age,
the Roman Army,
would respond
by demolishing and utterly destroying
the neighboring cities and villages with fire and sword.
I imagine, in that moment, that Mary felt a lot
like when Princess Leia had to watch
her home planet of Alderaan being blown up
right before her very eyes.
But in the midst
of this terrifying oppression and Roman occupation,
we hear how Mary
receives an incredible,
even unbelievable message from God:
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that she will have a baby,
a baby who will be known as the Messiah,
the one who will save and liberate her people,
the one who will bring peace and freedom for all.
But though this is a new hope,
it sure appears small.
For Mary is only engaged, not married,
and a Jewish peasant teenager, to boot,
and a pregnancy in such position
would probably result in her exile, social shame
—or even execution.
But on top of that,
it’s just a baby—
the odds of this one little individual
making a difference,
are so infinitesimally small—
impossible even—
that one would be tempted to
give up and forget it
and walk away,
like the character Han Solo
rolling his eyes and leaving
after hearing about how difficult
destroying the Death Star will be.
But Mary, just like Leia,
hangs onto hope.
In fact, her first response to the news
is to sing and proclaims
a song of hope—
hope so strong
she puts the future in the present.
She passionately, confidently describes what God will
do as if it has already come to pass—
“God has scattered those that are proud in their power
and deposed the mighty from their thrones
and lifted up the lowly.
God has filled the hungry with good things
but has sent the rich away empty.
God has come to the aid of God’s people.
God has shown mercy,
and been mindful of God’s promise—
a promise that God made to our ancestors
a long time ago.”
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In other words, Mary says
“The Empire’s going down.”
Mary says to the force that we call God—
“Let’s do this.”
And that is how the story of Christmas starts.
It’s not just a nice and cozy tale
or a cute and childish feel-good pageant,
of a pilgrimage to Bethlehem
and giving birth in a manger
this is a story of rebellion and danger,
of resistance to a powerful oppressive empire,
this is no gentle Mary, meek and mild,
passively receiving the news of this child
but rather,
the Bible paints a picture of a Mary
that’s a lot like Princess Leia—

a rebellious and resistant Mary,
with a hope that appears
as so slim and dim
and small
but somehow still empowers Mary to stand tall.
Even with her back against the wall
she will not fall-ter or give in.
You can glimpse the confident defiance
in Mary’s posture and her eyes.
She has this hope
that a better future will arise,
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that even if it looks impossible to others,
a powerful destructive empire will be defeated,
some day,
all because the holy force that she calls God
will assist her and be with her
and her child
on the way.
The hope of Mary
for peace and freedom for all
is presented in Scripture
as something very small—
a baby, born to a peasant teenager,
a single voice and a solitary individual—
a vision, a message delivered in a dream,
it all can seem so small,
but it calls her to action,
and causes a powerful chain reaction
that makes a difference in the world.
Because of Mary’s hope,
helped and guided by the force that she calls God,
peace and freedom becomes possible.
For her baby, as we know,
would grow up to be Jesus—
Jesus,
a name which means “the one who rescues.”
Jesus,
who would inaugurate another kind of kingdom,
Jesus,
who would preach and teach
that with God’s help, anything is possible:
that a seemingly-small amount of faith
the size of a mustard seed
can move mountains,
that a seemingly-small
demonstration of mercy,
can make a difference,
that a seemingly-small act of love
can overthrow an empire,
can alter someone’s life,
that a seemingly-small amount of hope
can absolutely change the world.
Indeed, one might even say,
it’s the only thing that ever has.
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And so while you and I
may not live a long, long time ago,
in a galaxy or a Galilee far, far away,
I wonder what might happen, if today,
we decided to embody and faithfully carry,
same hope of Leia and Mary:
a hope for peace and freedom for all
that to us and to others
might look and seem incredibly small,
but nonetheless still calls us to action,
causing a powerful chain reaction around us
making a difference in our world—
where even in the midst of our own personal struggles,
our own context of oppression,
the empires around us,
the times when we feel helpless
and powerless and doomed,
when our whole entire world is blown to pieces,
when it looks like the walls around us are closing in,
when we feel trapped with nowhere to turn,
when others question our potential and abilities,
when facing all kinds of opposition and hostilities,
when all that we have and are
does not seem to be enough to cope,
what might happen if we still chose
to faithfully hang onto hope,
to send and be a message of hope,
to stand tall against the wall with hope,
just like Princess Leia and like Mary—
trusting
that the force that we call God is with us,
and will help us
and guide us all on the way,
knowing that today,
we can have hope,
because the one named Jesus,
the one we call the Christ,
not only came in history
but still comes in our hearts.
That’s how, for us,
a new hope starts.
Thanks be to God.
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